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What did particularly enjoy about the event? 

freebies and of course, good advice 

being able to talk to people about career pathways and job opportunities whilst still in school 

diverse range of opportunities and employers 

finding out about organisations i hadnt heard of before 

finding out about the different paths into careers. 

friendly approachable companies/people 

Getting information from fields of work that i am into 

Getting literature 

Getting subject advice 

getting to hear about different jobs  

good available information 

got a good understanding of college and uni 



Had a really great conversation with a man from Queen Margaret University 

helpfulness 

Inspiring and informative 

It had a good range of employers 

It opened our eyes to new possibilities. 

Learning about apprenticeships 

Learning about different jobs within a company. 

learning about foundation apprenticeships 

learning about my future career options 

Leonardo presentation 

looking at all the different stalls 

lots of ideas for future careers 

lots of options 

Meeting son's friends but it was all good. 

opportunity to speak to different organisations 

Real companies offering jobs 

seeing potential businesses 

Seeing the different career opportunities 

speaking to employers 

speaking to university's/colleges 

talking about people 

talking to people about their jobs 

The different people involved 

the info i receved 

The information and guidance  

the information given  

The people on the stands were incredibly helpful and knowledgeable and engaging. 

The people who were available to talk were varied which meant that I could get information about 

courses I wouldn't have normally 

The pupils who helped organise it 

The RAF section 



the range of companies here 

the range of different employers 

the range of different jobs there were 

the range of employers and unis 

the range of people and companies 

the universities 

The wide range of choices that you can choose from. 

variety of stalls  

variety of stands to chat to 

vr goggles with the army 

 

 

Have you learned of any opportunities you were not aware of?   

collage and university and how they provide a degree 

different ways about business studies 

engineering  

foundation apprenticeships, what subjects are a part of the apprenticeships and  what qualifications 

are needed.  

graduate apprenticeships 

i learned more about business 

I wish I had been told about foundation apprenticeships when I was picking my subjects in s4 so that 

I could have had a better idea about things 

Intellegence analyst 

investment manager 

Jobs that you can get in a  building company 

law and finance 

Law, investment, scot govt apprenticeships 

Leonardo apprenticeship 

pathways into job opportunities through apprenticeships rather than degree courses. 

Scottish Gov. jobs  

the range of jobs in the RAF  



yes - engineering 

yes - in work training with Leonardo 

Yes - music degree at napier 

yes - work experience with a few of the organisations but i had to ask the question of each 

Yes Foundation Apprenticeships 

Yes learnt about workplace apprenticeships 

Yes Leonardo varied careers 

yes- learnt a lot 

yes, college as an option 

Yes, I was interested to find that there was a lot of opportunities in music 

Yes, learned how the college courses blend with the university courses. Good discussion about in 

house training from a local hospitality provider compared to the college route.  

yes, the apprenticeships 

 

 

What would make the event better? 

a wider range of brands 

Air conditioning  

Architecture presence and more varied employers 

Bigger 

coffees teas, chairs for the parents waiting around :) 

Complimentary tea and coffee 

free food + more work places 

have more businesses and universities here, especially big unis outside of edinburgh 

having less academic or more creative companies 

having the opportunity to find out more about work experience opportunities 

more about the police force 

More advertisement about the talks that are on in the SFL room, the poster at the entrance is very 

easy to glance over 

more businesses 

More company representation 



More diversity of jobs 

More employers dedicated to the sciences 

More it stuff 

more options to do with performing arts 

more science related jobs 

more stands 

More STEM careers 

More universities 

more universities and sports-based companies 

More variety 

other career options that aren't stem based 

perhaps greater variety of exhibitors? 

really good as it is. Everyone we spoke to was very friendly and approachable. 

To know who was here in advance. 

variety of employers other than sciences and the armed forces 
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